




< Patricia Cronin, maquette, Memorial tao Marriage, 2002. Plaster, 53 x 27 x 17 in. 
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In 2000 Patricia Cronin set out to create a larger-than-life marble 

monument depicting her longtime partner, Deborah Kass, and 

herself in a rumpled-sheet scene of peaceful domestic intimacy. 

She was using a nineteenth-century medium to criticize a twenty

first-century lack of progress: Gay marriage was still illegal, and 

the state recognized Cronin and Kass as a couple only by way of 

wills, health-care proxies, and powers of attorney. In appropriating 

the form of neoclassical sculpture, Cronin could re-symbolize 

civic virtue, idealized beauty, and moral truths for a contemporary 

age. Further, as mortuary art, Memorial to a Marriage would 

permanently celebrate in death a union the couple could not legally 

celebrate in life. 
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[PC] When Margaret and Sean 

Postcard from Grand Arts- > 
sponsored research trip, Patricia 

Cronin to Sean Kelley and 
Margaret Silva, 2001. 

came to my studio, I bad three little 

[clay maquettes and two watercolors, 
and I said, "I would like to make 

A Patricia Cronin, maquette. Memorial 
to a Marriage, 2002. Plasticine clay, 
53 X 27 X 17 in. 

this, over-life size and in marble."
No gallery would let you do that. 
And no one would ever give a 
woman artist that kind of money.
It's an impossibility. "Oh, hello, I
need six figures, I need $100,000, 
$125,000, I'm going to take three 
years, and I'm only going to make
this one work of art. Oh, and I'm
going to make it about a really 
controversial issue in the United 
States-illegal, actually. Um, so can
I have the funding?"
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v Patricia Cronin, installation view, 

Memorial to a Marriage, 2002. 

Carrara marble, 83 x 40 x 27 in. 
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A Installation view at Woodlawn Cemetery, Brooklyn, 2011-present. 

< Installation vie• 
at Brooklyn 
Museum, 200.!-
05, pictured 
with bronze 
sculptures by 
Auguste Rodir 
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